
STANDARD FEATURES

ATTRACTIVE SYSTEM DESIGNS
+ Our systems look great at any venue!
+ Fun! Guests see a live preview like a mirror
+ Interactive! Large touch screen monitor

QUALITY PHOTOS
+ Professional strobe lighting
+ We compose every shot quickly
+ Proprietary beauty filter (New Feature)

THE BEST GUEST EXPERIENCE
+ Fully attended. We run the show!
+ Your guests focus on having fun!

DIGITAL PHOTO SHARING
+ Instantly text message & email photos
+ Send to social media channels

ONLINE PHOTO GALLERY / SLIDESHOW
+ Never miss a moment
+ You get a secure link to all of the photos

OTHER SOFTWARE FEATURES
+ Animated GIFs
+ Live event gallery
+ Personalized email & text messaging

*The pricing above is based on a guest count of less than 200 and includes delivery, set up and breakdown within most areas in 
Central Florida. Areas outside of our service area are subject to additional fees. 
Pricing is not valid on some specific dates and is subject to availability. 

+ Includes All Standard Features Above Plus
+ Unlimited Photo Sessions
+ Unlimited On-Site Prints (2x6 or 4x6)
+ Premium Backdrop (10’ wide for larger group shots)
+ Premium Party Props (70+ items, Over $500 in value!)
+ Custom Photo Graphics (Your logo/text/colors)

PARTY PACKAGE
+ Photo Book Service
+ 5x7 Prints 
+ Red Carpet 
+ Stanchions w/Velvet Ropes 
+ Keepsake Photo Frames
+ Custom Booth Branding
+ Custom Backdrop
+ Green Screen
+ LED Inflatable Enclosure

We also offer...
+ Event Photography
+ Highlights Video Experience
+ Professional DJ/Emcee Services

Contact us to learn more...

ADD-ONS WE LOVE

UPTOWNSELFIES.COM | 407-986-1245

We have refined every detail to provide the best photo booth guest experience in the industry!

We do need some information about your wedding
to provide you with availability and an accurate
quote. Most of our couples pay $499-$699 for our 
most popular full-featured package. 

It’s a great deal for our level of product and service!

CONTACT US TODAY!

“Legit... Best I’ve Seen... Fun... Amazing... Professional... Loved it...”

Central Florida’s Award Winning Choice
THE ULTIMATE PHOTO BOOTH EXPERIENCES

UPTOWNSELFIES.COM | 407-986-1245


